PROGRAM

Cante Jondo (I)                      Elaine Fine
   Alexis Gibbons, piano

Aquí te amo                          Paul Lombardi
   Evan C. Paul, piano

Epigraph                              Jeff Winslow
   Alexis Gibbons, piano

Midnight Song of Wu
   from Three Chinese Songs       Martha Sullivan
      Hau-Wei Chang, piano

Gold Mountain                          Hau-Wei Chang
   Evan C. Paul, piano

INTERMISSION

roundLight                            Jenifer Jaseau
   Jenifer Jaseau, live electronics

Prayer in Four Verses
   Damien Bradley
      Seth Stewart, guitar
      Dustin Shilling, percussion
      Chrissie Chen, cello

Shiva Tandava Stotram                Joel Ford
   Christopher Prosser, conductor
      Joel Ford, clarinet
      Jenifer Jaseau, alto saxophone
      Seth Stewart, guitar
      Simon Hutchinson, shamisen
      Dustin Shilling, percussion

Suzuki's Song from ONODA              Simon Hutchinson
   Chris Prosser, conductor
      Laura Marsh, flute
      Jenifer Jaseau, alto saxophone
      Joel Ford, clarinet
      Brian McKee, bassoon
      Hau-Wei Chang, piano
      Dustin Shilling, percussion
      Simon Hutchinson, bass

* * *

111th Season, 62nd program

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE

Aasen-Hull Hall                                  Friday evening
8:00 p.m.                                             February 25, 2011

TAIHEI ENSEMBLE
Simon Hutchinson, director

with guest artist
Rebecca Stuhlberg, mezzo-soprano
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